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Abstract Over 25 million people suffered from cerebral strokes in a span of 23 years. Many 

systems are being developed to monitor and improve the life of patients that suffer from different 

diseases. However, solutions for cerebral strokes are hard to find. Moreover, due to their 

widespread utilization, smartphones have presented themselves as the most appropriate devices 

for many e-health systems. In this paper, we propose a cerebral stroke detection solution that 

employs the cloud to store and analyze data in order to provide statistics to public institutions. 

Moreover, the prototype of the application is presented. The three most important symptoms of 

cerebral strokes were considered to develop the tasks that are conducted. Thus, the first task 

detects smiles, the second task employs voice recognition to determine if a sentence is repeated 

correctly and, the third task determines if the arms can be raised. Several tests were performed in 

order to verify the application. Results show its ability to determine whether users have the 

symptoms of cerebral stroke or not. 

Keywords: Cerebral stroke, e-health, application, cloud, smile detection. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ischaemic strokes are one of the most common diseases in the world. From 1990 to 2013, 6.3 

million people died from this type of stroke. Although the numbers are alarming, 25.7 million 

people were able to survive [1]. However, surviving a cerebral stroke does not guarantee a prompt 

recovery or a life exempt of the side effects caused by the lack of blood in the area of the brain 

affected during the stroke. Moreover, the fastest the stroke is detected, the least sequels the patient 

will have. The aftereffects of a cerebral stroke include a deterioration of cognitive and motor 

functions [2]. Memory loss, difficulties in speech, short attention spans, poor visuospatial skills 

or lack of orientations are some of the cognitive functions that can be impaired. Mobility in arms 

and legs is impaired as well resulting in an increased probability of falls [3]. Pain can also be 

present after the discharge from the hospital. Psychologically, patients may suffer from anxiety 

and depression. Numerous people do not know how to identify a cerebral stroke and many patients 

may spend more time than they should waiting for a family member or a person close to them to 

realize that they are having a stroke. Because of that reason, countless campaigns have been 

promoted by both hospitals and governments. However, as new platforms are available, the 

number of campaigns and solutions designed for mobile phones is increasing.  
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Early disease diagnose of different diseases is increasingly being done utilizing Wireless Sensor 

Networks (WSN) [4]. They provide a great help to people who do not know the symptoms of a 

disease but suspect that they are having health related problems. Some countries experience 

overcrowded waiting rooms in hospitals [5]. Thus, these types of solutions may reduce the number 

of people that go to the emergency room as they may be advised by the application to go to a 

regular medical practice. Moreover, one of the areas that has had a greater growth in health-related 

technologies for health monitoring and prevention is Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) [6]. It 

provides varied features that allow to make the life of its user more comfortable such as turning 

on the lights when the user is approaching an area, turning off the television or other electronic 

devices and closing blinds or curtains at night. Furthermore, AAL in utilized as well to notify a 

trusted person or emergencies if the user is currently impaired. Falls, shouts or abnormal behavior 

can trigger the alarm system that contact the necessary parties [7]. Cloud solutions are often 

necessary in order to manage the vast volume of data generated by these applications [8]. Many 

providers have addressed this necessity and are now offering competitive services for IoT 

(Internet of Things) systems. The devices deployed at the house gather data through sensors and 

forward the information to a database. However, many health problems can also happen when 

being outside of home. 

Smartphones provide a wide variety of sensors integrated in one device, allowing monitoring and 

measuring health at any place and any time. Multimedia sensors like the microphone and the 

camera integrated in smartphones allow to employ this device in a wide variety of e-health 

applications [9]. As a matter of fact, smartphone cameras were employed on a 67% of the e-health 

applications developed between 2010 and 2014, and 33% of these applications employed the 

microphone. On the one hand, cameras can be employed for measuring heart rate, determine the 

emotions [10], detecting obstacles and diagnosing retinal and skin diseases. On the other hand, 

the microphone has been utilized to monitor nasal symptoms like sneezing, monitor sleep apnea, 

performing a spirometry or detecting stress. Non-multimedia sensors deployed in smartphones 

are employed for e-health applications as well. The accelerometer has also been widely utilized 

for e-health solutions. Body postures [11], falls [12] or activity recognition [13] are some of the 

activities that are usually monitored employing accelerometers. The conjunction of all these 

sensors are indicated for cerebral stroke detection as they allow developing the functionalities 

suitable for its symptoms. 

In this paper, a mobile phone application for cerebral stroke detection is proposed. It allows to 

determine if the symptoms of cerebral strokes are being suffered by users. The application is able 

to contact a designated person by sending an SMS. Medical emergencies are also contacted in 

order to reduce the time the user is having a cerebral stroke without being treated. Moreover, 

demographic information on the user can be stored and analyzed in the cloud in order to provide 

statistics on the incidence of cerebral strokes. The contributions of this paper are:  

 The proposal of a framework for our cerebral stroke detection system that employs cloud 

to store and analyze the data. 

 An implementation of the prototype application which has allowed performing tests and 

evaluating the response of the user to the proposed application. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the related work. The proposal is 

described in section 3. Section 4 discusses the results. Finally, the conclusion and future work is 

presented in section 5. 

 



2. RELATED WORK 

In this section, we are going to present the state of the art on e-health smartphones applications, 

multimedia sensors and systems for e-health and cloud solutions for healthcare.  

E-health solutions are increasingly being developed for mobile platforms as a great number of the 

population own mobile devices. A mobile application for obesity prevention was presented by 

Mohamed Alloghani et al. in [14]. It allowed to monitor food intake, location, the programmed 

diet and the advice provided by the doctor, among other features. It was aimed for children over 

13 years old. The fitness status of the user was also able to be monitored evaluating data such as 

body weight, physical activities or burned calories. QR-codes were employed as well as a way of 

obtaining the nutrimental information of different food items. Andrea L. Hartzler et al. presented 

in [15] the use of NutriWalking, a mobile application that promoted exercise and healthy nutrition 

on patients with depression and type 2 Diabetes Metillus. The application provided a personalized 

plan for each user as well as goals and a progress tracker. Authors expected to further develop the 

app in order to feature a social network allowing the communication with other people suffering 

from the same health conditions. Saurav Gupta et al. designed in [16] a management system for 

personal health records called mSwasthya. Their system considered different aspects such as 

allergies, wellness, medicines, procedures or test details. Alerts were triggered by the parameters 

that surpassed their assigned threshold. They were notified through various systems including 

SMS, emails and push notifications. Moreover, Neha Nirwal et al. introduced in [17] Hopeful 

Hearts, a smartphone application for healthcare that provided suggestions on physical activity and 

diet. The application considered body temperature, heart rate, blood oxygen saturation, Body 

Mass Index (BMI), Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) and working hours. 

Multimedia sensors allow providing a wide variety of functionalities for health applications. 

Lorena Parra et al. performed in [9] a survey on multimedia sensors employed for e-health 

applications. A classification based on use is utilized. Authors discussed that the camera and the 

microphone are the most employed parts of a smartphone in health-related solutions. Sri Vijay 

Bharat Peddi et al. presented in [18] a cloud-based mobile application that employed the camera 

to detect the types of food on a plate and calculate the calories. There were three categories being 

single, multiple and mixed food objects. These allowed to differentiate different food items on 

the same plate. Moreover, they employed a cloud-broker mechanism that reduces the consumed 

time in a 77.21%. A speech therapy game that employs Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 

was presented by Mario Ganzeboom et al. in [19]. The multimedia game was developed for 

mobile platforms, specifically for tablets from Apple. The Kaldi ASR toolkit was utilized in order 

to develop the application. Results show a word error rate of 32.1% for non-elderly people, 35.3% 

for elderly people and 31.2% for a combination of both non-elderly and elderly people. 

Furthermore, Haiyan Luo et al. presented in [20] a multimedia-based gait monitoring system that 

employs low-cost cameras to determine the behavior of the user. It was designed for clinics in 

order to be able to provide a faster diagnosis and prognosis. Moreover, the system extracted the 

human from the video so as to reduce the load on wireless networks. Results showed a 50% of 

video traffic reduction compared to the amount of traffic generated when the proposed system 

was not employed. 

The computing requirements of multimedia solutions for healthcare have led to the employment 

of cloud services for e-health systems. Lo’ai A. Tawalbeh et al. performed in [21] a survey in 

mobile cloud computing and Big Data for health-related applications. Authors described the 

infrastructure of a mobile cloud computing infrastructure as well. They concluded that the 

necessity of computational and communication resources was the main reason for utilizing cloud 

in healthcare. Atif Almari proposed in [22] a multimedia framework based on cloud for e-health. 

His proposal employed scalable video coding so as to reduce the effort made by heterogeneous 

devices when processing videos. Simulation tests comparing PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) 



and bitrate were performed in order to determine the performance of his solution. Results showed 

a better performance of his proposal over the anchor. Nimmy Jhon et al. described in [23] a cloud-

computing based healthcare system that was able to provide various types of services for health 

applications. The considered services were image processing, storage, analytics and reporting 

services. The image processing service was developed employing C++ and Microsoft Windows 

Server was employed for the hosting service. Finally, Yin Zhang et al. proposed in [24] a Cyber-

Physical System (CPS) for healthcare that utilized cloud and Big Data in order to improve the 

performance of the healthcare system. Their system was composed of three functionalities. The 

first one was a data collection layer that acquired information on clinical data, expenses, research 

information and the activities and emotions of patients. The second one was a cloud platform for 

data storage and analysis. Finally, a user-interface and an API for developers was presented. 

Although many solutions have been developed for different diseases, solutions for cerebral 

strokes are not common. As far as we know, no application has been developed to detect cerebral 

strokes using smartphones. There is a gap in the current available solutions for cerebral stroke 

detection that we are covering with this paper. In this paper, we present a cerebral stroke detection 

mobile application that employs the multimedia sensors on smartphones to identify the symptoms 

caused by cerebral strokes. Moreover, our proposal considers cloud services for data storing and 

analysis. 

3. PROPOSAL 

In this section, the proposed framework is going to be presented. Moreover, the prototype 

application is depicted as well. 

3.1.  Proposed framework 

This subsection presents the proposed framework. The explanation of the functioning of the 

system is discussed as well. 

People suffering from cerebral strokes present several symptoms that can help to identify their 

current health conditions. Although there are many of said symptoms, the most considered 

symptoms when teaching people how to identify cerebral strokes are three. The inability to smile 

is the most evident of the three of them. When being affected by a cerebral stroke, the mobility 

of half of the body is impaired. Facial muscles get affected making people unable to smile, often 

resulting in them making a grimace. The second symptom is related to the previous one. Raising 

both arms at the same level presents itself as a difficult task. The reduced mobility affects one of 

the arms, making it difficult to perform coordinated movements. Lastly, the third symptom is the 

lack of coherence in speech. The person is unable to answer simple questions or repeat a simple 

phrase. The combination of these three symptoms is a strong indicator of the presence of a cerebral 

stroke. When they are encountered, it is of great importance to contact medical emergencies as 

soon as possible, as time is an important factor in reducing the possible number of side effects or 

even avoiding death. 

Our proposal is a cerebral stroke detecting mobile application. Our application considers the three 

aforementioned symptoms in order to make the user complete three tasks that are able to 

determine whether they are in the process of suffering from a cerebral stroke or not. Figure 1 

presents the framework for our proposal. Our cerebral stroke detection application requires the 

user to perform the smile, raise your arms and speak tasks. If the application determines that the 

user is having a seizure, both medical emergencies and a family member or the selected contact 

number are contacted. This way, cerebral strokes can be correctly identified in a fast way whether 

users have some knowledge of this health problem or not. However, our proposal includes a 

functionality that allows to collect data from users in order to obtain statistics on several aspects 

of the people affected by cerebral strokes.  



Hospitals, research institutes, universities or the government can benefit from the knowledge that 

can be acquired from e-health applications as it can help in determining possible factors that affect 

citizens in suffering from different diseases. Cloud solutions present an efficient method to store 

and analyze the Big Data obtained from a great number of users. This way, statistics can be easily 

acquired and accessed not only by users but by medical staff, researchers and policy makers that 

need this information in order to perform their studies or create new policies. Google, Microsoft, 

Amazon or IBM are some of the service providers that offer cloud solutions [25]. Our proposal 

considers data on the sex of the user, their age, family precedents, and healthy habits like 

exercising or having a good diet. A hybrid cloud stores the information on each user identifying 

them by ID. When a cerebral stroke is detected, a log is created on the database containing the 

time of the event and the information of the user. This log is employed to obtain statistics on the 

demographics of the people suffering from cerebral strokes and the possible contributing factors. 

Thus, the information of each user is private. However, the statistics are public to the institutions 

without providing the identity of the users. When considering scalability for large scale patient 

care, it is important to determine the specific needs for the database and data analysis services 

that have to be requested to the cloud service providers. Population size, the number of hospitals 

or ambulance services are some of the aspects to consider. Both people suffering from a cerebral 

stroke and people who suspect that they are suffering it may use the application. However, it is 

unlikely for there to be a sudden acute increase of people having cerebral strokes. Thus, network 

requirements to provide service to the system should not present dramatic changes. 

 

Figure 1. Proposed framework 

The message exchange performed by the different agents of the framework is presented in Figure 

2. In the setting up of the application the user registers the data on their age, sex, and other 

information on their activities and family precedents. The demographic data is then forwarded to 

the database. When the test is performed, if all tasks are completed, the favorable results are 

showed, and the data is forwarded to the database. If a cerebral stroke is detected, the unfavorable 



results are displayed, and a log is created in the database with the hour of the detection. Public 

institutions can request statistics. These statistics do not contain personal information on the 

patient in order to protect their identity. However, it is possible to obtain information on the sex, 

the age or the area were the most people suffering from cerebral strokes are. Moreover, it is also 

possible to obtain information on their diet and exercise habits. This information can be employed 

to develop cerebral stroke preventing policies.  

 

Figure 2. Message exchange between the agents of the framework 

The algorithm that describes the performance of the application is depicted in Figure 3. When the 

application starts, the personal data of the user is requested. Then, the first task begins. The 

application asks the user to smile at the camera situated at the front of the phone. The application 

detects if the user is able to smile correctly. The results of the task are passed or not passed and 

are stored for further calculations. After obtaining the result of the first task (𝑇1), the second task 



begins. The user is asked to say a simple phrase out loud. If the phrase is not spoken correctly, 

the task is not passed successfully. After the results of the second task (𝑇2) are stored, the third 

task begins (𝑇3). The user is asked to raise both arms. If the arms cannot be raised, the task is not 

successfully passed. With the information on the three tasks, a conditional evaluates if there are 

more than two failed tasks. If the result is true, a SMS is forwarded to the designated contact, the 

emergencies are contacted and, a summary of the results is displayed on the screen. If the result 

is false, the user is not considered to be suffering from a cerebral stroke and the app provides the 

results. 

 

Figure 3. Algorithm of the application 

3.2. Prototype application 

The prototype of the application and its interface is presented in this subsection. 

The application has been developed for Android employing the Android Studio development 

software. It has been debugged with the Android API 26 (v8.0 Oreo) SDK. Moreover, the 

employed tools have been the Android Mobile Vision API and the Android API for voice 

recognition and synthesis.  

The user interface of the application is presented in Figure 4, whereas the result display is 

presented in Figure 5. Figure 4 a) presents the interface for the first task. The video image obtained 

from the camera is processed in order to detect smiles. When a smile is detected, the application 



automatically displays the second task as presented in Figure 4 b). On the second task, the image 

of the speaker has to be pressed and a simple phrase has to be repeated. When the phrase is 

correctly spoken the application displays the third task as presented in Figure 4 c). On the third 

task the phone must be hold on one hand vertically and be raised until it ends up in a horizontal 

position following the natural arch described by the arms when performing the movement of 

raising your arms. 

   
a) b) c) 

Figure 4. User interface for the three tasks 

 

  
a) b) 

Figure 5. Results display for both a positive and a negative result 



After performing the three tasks, the results are displayed on the screen. Figure 5 a) presents the 

results screen when all tasks are passed successfully. Figure 5 b) presents the screen for the failed 

results. As it can be seen, the application notifies the user when the medical emergencies are being 

contacted. The results screen can also display one passed task and two failed ones and vice versa. 

When there are at least two failed tasks, the application contacts emergencies, displaying the red 

notification on the screen. 

4. RESULTS 

In this section, the system verification and results are presented. For evident reasons, people 

currently suffering from cerebral strokes were not sought after to perform the tests. Instead, tests 

were performed with a set of volunteer healthy people that were asked to perform the tests 

correctly or incorrectly. 

A total of 90 tests were performed for both male and female volunteers. We recruited 5 different 

volunteers including three male volunteers and two female volunteers. The age of the youngest 

volunteer was 25 years old, while the age of the oldest volunteer was 45 years old.  

First, we are going to present the results in terms of cerebral stroke detection. From the 90 

performed tests, 16 tests were performed correctly, and the other 74 ones were performed 

incorrectly. The results offered by the application as cerebral stroke detection, correspond with 

the intentionality of the test. Table 1 presents the results of the success of the application for 

detecting if the tests were performed correctly interpreting it as “cerebral stroke = false”, or if the 

tests were performed incorrectly and then, it is considered as “cerebral stroke = true”. There was 

no false positive or negative in the global test. Thus, we can affirm that this application can be 

used to detect if a patient may be having a cerebral stroke or not.  

Table 1 Results of % of success of the developed application to detect cerebral stroke 

Test performed cerebral stroke = true cerebral stroke = false % of success 

Correctly 0/0 16/16 100% 

Incorrectly 74/74 0/0 100% 
 

Thereupon, we are going to analyze individually the results of each one of the tasks requested by 

the application. The smile task is the first one. We are going to analyze the % of achievement for 

this task. From the 90 tests, in 48 of the cases the volunteers were asked to perform the task 

correctly. They smiled to the camera as they usually smile. In the other 42 cases, the volunteers 

were asked to do not pass the test. They did not smile as usually, they just smiled with only one 

side of the face or did not smile at all. In Table 2, we show the % of success when detecting the 

smile. As it can be seen, in all the cases the application detected correctly if the volunteers were 

smiling or not. Thus, the % of success of the application for the correct tagging of the first task is 

100%. Moreover, we will analyze the time consumed by the volunteers to perform this task. The 

time consumed to perform the task 1 is shown in Figure 6. We can see that when the task is 

performed correctly (blue dot in position = 1), smiling to the camera, the time consumed was 

lower than the time consumed when the task was not achieved (blue dot in position =0). The time 

consumed when the task is not achieved is 15000ms in all the cases. The reason is because it is 

the maximum time that the application waits until it considers the task failed. When the task is 

performed correctly, time can have values lower than 15000ms. The mean value of consumed 

time when the task is achieved is 3205ms with a standard deviation of 1510ms. The maximum 

and minimum time consumed for achieving the task 1 is 10037ms and 1811ms. In Figure 7 we 

can see the maximum and minimum time consumed as a black car and the mean time consumed 

as a grey dot. When the test is passed, the used time is variable, the mean time is 3205ms, the 



median time 2649ms and the standard deviation is 1510. When the test is not passed the used time 

is always 15000ms, almost 5 times higher than the mean time if the test is passed. 

Table 2 Results of % of success of the developed application in task 2 

Test performed Task 1 = true Task 1 = false % of success 

Correctly 0/0 48/48 100% 

Incorrectly 42/42 0/0 100% 
 

 

Figure 6. Time consumed to perform task 1  

 

Figure 7. Time consumed in task 1 when fail and when achieve 

Next, we are going to describe the results of the second task. In this task the volunteers where 

asked to repeat the sentence when they had to fulfill the task correctly, or to say anything else 

when they were asked to fail. From the 90 tests, in 47 of the cases we asked the volunteers to pass 

the test and, in the other 43 cases, we asked them to fail. In Table 3 we show the % of success 

when detecting the repeated sentence. Thus, the % of success of the application for the correct 

tagging of the second task is 100%. In addition, we are going to analyze the time consumed by 

the volunteers to perform task 2. In Figure 8 the time consumed in each test is shown, indicating 

with blue dots if the test was passed or not. The developed system allows the user to repeat the 
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sentence if it was not clear. The accumulation of time consumed in performing all the 

aforementioned process is shown in Figure 8. In two cases, tests nº 2 and test nº 6, we asked the 

volunteer to just pass the test without saying anything. It was done to simulate the case where the 

patient cannot speak and the pass button is pressed. The maximum time consumed was 53040ms. 

And the average item was 19490ms. Now, in Figure 9 we present the data from the tests that have 

performed only one attempt of repeating the sentence. This data includes 40 failed tests and 44 

successful tests. The mean time consumed per successful test in task 2 is 19967ms. The maximum 

and minimum time consumed were 36883ms and 10314ms. For the tests that failed task 2, the 

mean consumed time was 18465ms. The maximum and minimum time were 30568ms and 

18465ms. In this case there are no clear differences between the consumed time when the person 

achieves or fails the test.  

Table 2 Results of % of success of the developed application in task 2 

Test performed Task 2 = true Task 2 = false % of success 

Correctly 0/0 47/47 100% 

Incorrectly 43/43 0/0 100% 
 

 

Figure 8. Time consumed to perform task 2 

 

Figure 9. Time consumed in task 2 when fail and when achieve 
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Now, the results of the third test are shown. In this test, the volunteers must rise their arms 

following the instructions. In 51 of the cases, the volunteers were asked to perform the movement 

correctly. In the other cases, the volunteers were asked to move their arms but not to complete the 

exercise successfully. In all the cases where the tests were performed correctly, the application 

tagged the test as successful. However, in one of the cases where the volunteer did not complete 

the exercise, the application tagged the test as successful. In the rest of the 38 cases, where the 

tests were performed incorrectly, the application tagged the test as failed. All this information is 

collected in Table 3. Figure 10 presents the time consumed in task 3. The mean time consumed 

in test 3 was 116529 ms and the maximum was 207510 ms. Then, we show the minimum time, 

maximum time, and mean time consumed in failed and successful tests, as shown in Figure 11. 

The maximum time consumed in a failed test was 207510 ms and for a successful test, it was 

196950 ms. The mean time for successful tests was 116444 ms and for the failed tests, it was 

116641 ms. The minimum consumed time for failed tests was 36869 ms and 23717 ms for 

successful tests. Again, in this case, the consumed time is almost the same for failed and for 

successful tests.  

Table 3 Results of % of success of the developed application in task 3 

Test performed Task 2 = true Task 2 = false % of success 

Correctly 0/0 51/51 100% 

Incorrectly 38/39 1/0 97.4% 
 

 

Figure 10. Time consumed to perform task 3 

Finally, in Figure 12, we show the time consumed for all the tests. We can see that the task that 

requires more time to be performed is Task 3. The maximum time consumed in the entire test was 

239496 ms and the minimum time was 54669 ms. The average time to perform the entire exercise 

is 144728 ms. The fastest task is a successfully performed task 1.  

In addition, in order to ensure that the application is easy to use, other tests were done. In this 

case, the data was not gathered, and we only evaluate if people can follow the instructions and if 

the result was correct. Again, male and female volunteers used the application and followed the 

instructions. A total of 10 tests were done by different volunteers with ages between 50 and 60 

years old. In this case, the volunteers were asked to perform the test correctly. In all the cases, the 

application succeeded in tagging the results of the test.  
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Figure 11. Time consumed in task 3 when fail and when achieve 

 

 

Figure 12. Time consumed to perform all the tasks required by the application 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Cerebral strokes affect a great part of the population of the world. However, many people are not 

aware of its symptoms extending the time it takes to detect it and to get it treated. In this paper 

we propose a cerebral stroke detection mobile application. The user performs three tasks 

corresponding to the three most common symptoms of cerebral strokes. After being asked to smile, 

repeat a simple phrase and raise their arms successfully, the application provides the results and 

contacts family members and medical emergencies if necessary. Results provide the verification 

of our cerebral stroke detection application. Furthermore, the results on average time utilized for 

performing the test show 144728 ms, being the smile detection task the fastest one and, the task 

of raising the arms, the one that takes the most time to be completed. 

For future work we are planning to detect symptoms of other diseases in order to aid in the early 

detection of health conditions that need a prompt intervention. One of the conditions that we are 

planning to monitor is the asthma as in [26], fall detection [27], and obesity as it was done in [28]. 
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That way, statistics on more conditions can be gathered and prevention campaigns can be more 

accurately developed. Especially we plan to apply the future solutions for kids as in [29], because 

they not be aware of the symptoms. Moreover, we also plan to include a privacy mechanism as 

in [30] to protect in a better way the data gathered from patients and consider new image 

processing mechanisms to add more functionalities to our solutions as in [31]. 
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